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Thoughts of a White Citizen Council
Member*

To Charles Gomillion:
Who I am is unimportant. The important thing is that I'm a southerner from
Lake Charles, Louisiana, and I have a few things to say to you. I have just
finished reading an article in a Coronet magazine labeled The Integration Fight
is Killing Tuskegee.
You and your ideals make me sick. You and the rest of the colored race had
it made before you started all this integration crap. I belong to a branch of the
White Citizens Council here in Lake Charles, La. I just want you and the rest
of your friends to know that we will never integrate! We will stop integration if
it takes bloodshed!
A few years ago I knew several negro boys my age. We were fairly good
friends. Now, I would not speak to them because of what their race is trying to
pull. Now I hate all niggers.
Its people like you who are leading the rest of the negro's down the wrong
trail.
I do not think of myself as better than a negro. But I believe that if I want
segregation and the majority of the people in the south want segregation we
should be able to have it. In fact, we are going to have it!
I believe in the negro having everything that I have, just as long as he stays
on his side of the fence.
I don't want to see intermarriage between a colored man and white women.
It may happen up in yankee land but it won't happen here.
In short, Gomillion, you and your associates are fighting a losing battle.
And I assure you there of (are) many like I who are ready to fight anywhere,
any sort of way for segregation. And as far as the Supreme Court is concerned
they can go to hell! If they want another civil war they will sure as hell get it.
*The letter above was not dated, was not signed, and did not carry a street address. The envelope
was postmarked "Lake Charles, La., Feb. 26, 1959 6:30 P.M." It was addressed to "Charles G.
Gomillion, Tuskegee Institute, Tuskegee, Alabama "
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If you don't like it in the south why not move to the north. Those damn
Yankees love niggers. Don't they?

